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Abstract 
 
Models of numerical processing vary on whether they assume common or separate 
processing pathways for problems represented in different surface forms. The present 
study employed a priming procedure, with target naming task, in an investigation of 
surface form effects in simple addition and multiplication operations. Participants 
were presented with Arabic digit and number word problems in one of three prime-
target relationships, including congruent (e.g., ‘2 + 3’ and ‘5’), incongruent (e.g., ‘9 
+ 7’ and ‘5’) and neutral (e.g., ‘X + Y’ and ‘5’) conditions. The results revealed 
significant facilitatory effects in response to congruent digit stimuli at SOAs of 300 
and 1000 ms, in both operations. In contrast, inhibitory effects were observed in 
response to incongruent word stimuli in both the addition and multiplication 
operations at 300 ms, and in the addition operation at 1000 ms. The overall priming 
effects observed in the digit condition were significantly greater than in the word 
condition at 1000 ms in the multiplication operation and at 300 ms in the addition 
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operation. The results provide support to separate pathway accounts of simple 
arithmetic processing for problems represented in different surface forms. An 
explanation for variation in processing due to differences in access to visual and 
phonological representations is provided.   
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1. Introduction 
Do the surface characteristics of arithmetic problems (e.g., Arabic digits: 2 + 
3; written number words: two + three) influence cognitive processing? This question 
is central to much of the research undertaken in the past three decades in the 
cognitive arithmetic area, having implications for models describing the 
componential architecture of numerical knowledge and the access to this information 
in the brain (Ashcraft, 1992; Campbell, 1994; Campbell, 1999; Dehaene, 1992; Noel, 
Fias & Brysbaert, 1997). Four main models of numerical processing are prominent in 
the literature, including the abstract-modular model (McCloskey, Caramazza & 
Basili, 1985), the triple code model (Dehaene, 1992), the preferred entry code model 
(Noel & Seron, 1993), and the encoding complex hypothesis (Campbell & Clark, 
1988. See Noel et al., 1997, for a review of these models). Importantly, all of the 
numerical processing models assume that problems represented in different surface 
forms can be converted to the same mental representation and then processed along a 
common pathway. However, the encoding complex hypothesis differs from the other 
models in that it also assumes that problems represented in different surface forms 
can remain different and can be individually processed along separate pathways i.e., 
as specific codes (Campbell & Clark, 1988).  
 Empirical support for the notion that separate pathways can be used to 
process numbers represented in different surface forms is provided in a series of 
investigations into simple arithmetic fact retrieval. In the first of these, Campbell and 
Clark (1992) tested one of the main assumptions underlying McCloskey et al.’s 
(1985) abstract modular model, which suggests that fact retrieval is achieved through 
the operation of an independent calculation module and therefore, is a process that is 
not sensitive to the initial form of a problem. The participants in this study were 
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asked to retrieve solutions to simple multiplication problems represented as either 
Arabic digits or written number words. The results revealed an interaction between 
problem size and surface form, with a greater increase in reaction times and error 
rates for larger problems following presentation of the word stimuli. Furthermore, a 
regression analysis showed that variables that were theoretically related to retrieval 
difficulty and interference (i.e., problem size – where reaction time and errors 
increase with problem magnitude, and fan - problems that share solutions produce 
greater reaction times) predicted word-digit differences. These findings were 
considered not easily reconcilable with the abstract modular model’s assumption that 
number fact retrieval is mediated by a single, format independent, abstract 
representation.   
In response to this, McCloskey et al. (1992) argued that the digit and word 
form differences identified by Campbell and Clark (1992) were possibly the result of 
encoding differences, with fact retrieval for word problems being carried out under 
greater speed pressure than for digit problems. According to McCloskey et al. 
(1992), this occurred for two main reasons. Firstly, the encoding of words requires 
the processing of several characters spread over a greater physical length than digits, 
thereby necessitating longer encoding times for word problems. Secondly, substantial 
frequency differences occur not only between the words two and nine but also 
between words and digits, a factor that Campbell and Clark (1992) had failed to 
consider. In support of their argument, McCloskey et al. (1992) repeated Campbell 
and Clark’s (1992) regression analysis, with predictor variables that included the 
number of characters comprising each problem and frequency, and found that the 
problem size and fan effects disappeared. Furthermore, in view of these encoding 
effects, McCloskey et al. (1992) argued that if participants were to adopt a response 
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deadline that limited the amount of time between exposure to the problem and 
responding, word problems would be subject to less processing in the retrieval stage, 
potentially increasing error rates for larger problems and the incidence of 
numerically distant errors. Nevertheless, in their study, Campbell and Clark (1992) 
concluded that the surface form effects had ‘emerged over and above encoding 
effects’ and further supported their claim with an in depth analysis of errors in 
performance that suggested an interaction between number-reading processes and 
number fact retrieval (pp. 478; but see Noel et al., 1997, for a critical review of the 
interpretation of error data). As noted by Campbell (1994), such a finding was 
inconsistent with the abstract-modular model, which holds that these two processes 
should not interact.   
In a subsequent study by Campbell (1994) that also included an addition 
condition, the problem size and surface form variables were again shown to interact. 
In addition to this, the results revealed word format costs in reaction time that were 
greater for the larger, more difficult problems in the addition condition than in the 
multiplication condition. With the same operands utilised for both operations, the 
finding of an operation-by-format-by-size interaction was difficult to explain in 
terms of encoding processes (Campbell, 1994; Noel et al., 1997). However, as 
Campbell (1994) himself noted, given the possibility that the effects of problem size 
vary as a function of operation, it is plausible that the processing of attention-
demanding larger problems (e.g., 9 + 5 = 10 + 5 – 1) would be interfered with more 
by the encoding of problems that required greater attentional resources i.e., the 
encoding of problems represented in a word format. 
Following the initial suggestion by McCloskey et al. (1992) that Campbell 
and Clark’s (1992) findings might be explained in terms of encoding processes and 
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the acknowledgement of this possibility in Campbell’s (1994) study, a number of 
studies were undertaken that attempted to separate the effects of encoding from fact 
retrieval processes. In one such study, Noel et al. (1997) reasoned that if the 
interaction obtained in the multiplication task was due mainly to encoding processes 
then a similar interaction should be found in a non-arithmetic task that involved 
similar encoding processes. Participants in this study were first asked to produce the 
solutions to multiplication problems represented in digit and word format and then to 
perform a number matching task on the same pairs of digits and words. In the latter 
case, participants were first exposed to two canonical dot patterns and then were 
presented with either a pair of digits or a pair of number words. Their task was 
simply to indicate whether the digits or words represented the same numerosities as 
those expressed by the dots. The results revealed a similar format-by-size interaction 
in both the fact retrieval and the number matching tasks, thereby supporting an 
encoding based account of Campbell’s (1994) findings.  
However, the possibility exists that the number matching task employed by 
Noel et al. (1997) may have unintentionally confounded encoding processes with 
obligatory fact retrieval processes (which are also shown to produce problem size 
effects e.g., see Jackson & Coney, 2005, 2006). For example, in a study by LeFevre, 
Bisanz and MrKonjic (1988), participants were presented with two numbers (e.g., 3 
+ 2) and were then required to decide if a target number (e.g., 5) was one of the 
original numbers presented. Lengthier decision times in responding to the correct 
sum following the presentation of simple addition problems were found. Moreover, 
this effect was found even without the presence of the arithmetic operator (e.g., 3   2) 
showing that the obligatory activation of simple arithmetic facts occurs simply as the 
result of exposure to a pair of numbers. This finding was later supported in a similar 
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study of the multiplication operation by Thibodeau, LeFevre and Bisanz (1996), 
although in this case, the arithmetic operator was included in all conditions. It is at 
least possible therefore, that the number matching task employed by Noel et al. 
(1997) may have inadvertently accessed fact retrieval processes, hence producing the 
same format-by-size interaction as that in their multiplication task.     
In another study by Campbell (1999), the influence of encoding in the format-
by-size interaction was investigated using simple addition stimuli and the 
simultaneous or sequential presentation of operands (also see Blankenberger & 
Vorberg, 1997, who employed a similar methodology). In the simultaneous 
condition, i.e., the standard method of stimulus presentation, the usual interaction 
was predicted by Campbell (1999). However, in the sequential condition, the right 
operand was presented 800 ms after the left operand, thereby allowing time for the 
left operand to be processed before the right one was presented. Campbell (1999) 
argued that the encoding differences should therefore arise only in connection with 
the second operand and if the format-by-size interaction occurred mainly at the 
encoding stage, its magnitude should be reduced by half when compared to the 
simultaneous condition. The results showed that the interaction did not differ 
between simultaneous and sequential conditions leading Campbell to conclude that it 
did not occur at the encoding stage but instead arose during calculation or 
production.  
Nevertheless, it is questionable as to whether the simplistic interpretation of 
the encoding process in the sequential condition described by Campbell (1999) is 
what actually occurs. For example, if access to a correct arithmetic solution requires 
the encoding of the problem as a whole (e.g., see Blankenberger & Vorberg, 1997, or 
Campbell, 1987, and Campbell & Graham’s, 1985, Network Interference model of 
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arithmetic processing) then potentially, the encoding process in this condition will be 
more complex, requiring the integration of the numerical representation of the right 
operand with the left operand and operator held in short term memory. Then, with 
both methods of presentation ultimately requiring whole problem encoding, the same 
format-by-size interaction should be found. Whatever the case may be, the issue is 
that any assumptions made regarding the encoding and fact retrieval stages 
associated with each condition, at this point, are speculative at best.  
More recently, Campbell and Fugelsang (2001) investigated the format-by-
size interaction by exploring the notion that surface form effects could arise from 
differences in the choice of strategy employed to access arithmetic solutions. 
According to Campbell and Fugelsang, because simple arithmetic problems are 
rarely encountered as words, visual familiarity with these problems will be low. This, 
together with the robust finding of greater problem difficulty with word stimuli, may 
promote the use of calculation strategies (e.g., counting or transformation: 6 + 7 = 6 
+ 6 + 1) and discourage the use of direct memory retrieval, which is possibly more 
likely to be used with the more familiar digit stimuli. To test this hypothesis, a 
verification procedure that required participants to indicate whether addition 
problems presented as digits (3 + 4 = 8) or words (three + four = eight) were true or 
false was employed in conjunction with self report measures of the participants’ 
solution strategies. The results revealed the same format-by-size interaction in 
reaction times that was recognised in earlier production and matching tasks. 
Furthermore, the reported use of calculation strategies was found to be much greater 
for word stimuli than digit stimuli, a difference that was exaggerated for larger 
problems. Accordingly, the findings were again interpreted as evidence for surface 
form effects in central, rather than encoding stages of processing.  
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However, a recent study by Smith-Chant and LeFevre (2003) showed that in 
simple arithmetic processing, individual differences in arithmetic fluency and 
instructional demands can bias self reports and the solution procedures that are 
described. In this study, participants were asked to solve single digit multiplication 
problems under both speed and accuracy instructions and then half of the participants 
provided self reports of their solutions to the problems. Low skilled participants were 
shown to respond more slowly and accurately when asked to describe their solution 
procedures for large and very large problems. Moreover, they were more likely to 
use a greater variety of procedures, altering these with changes in emphasis on 
instructions between speed and accuracy. Unfortunately, Campbell and Fugelsang 
(2001) did not consider skill level at the time that they conducted their study.  
Thus, regardless of ‘considerable experimental effort,’ the question of just 
what influence encoding processes have in producing the format-by-size interaction 
remains largely unanswered (Campbell, 1999, pp. B26). As noted by McCloskey et 
al. (1992), unless subjective size differences between large and small stimuli are 
made equivalent for each format, size incongruity effects cannot meaningfully be 
compared between formats. Possibly as a consequence of this, in the final example of 
a study that addressed the issue of surface form in numerical processing and that 
attempted to isolate the effects of encoding from fact retrieval processes, the 
influence of problem size in processing was not considered.  
In Experiment 1 of a repetition priming investigation, Sciama, Semenza & 
Butterworth (1999) presented participants with addition problems represented as 
Arabic digits and number words. In Experiment 2, the addition problems were 
represented as Arabic digits and dot configurations. In each experiment, one third of 
the problems were preexposed in the same notation, one third were preexposed in a 
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different notation, and one third were not preexposed. Participants were simply asked 
to sum the numbers. The results indicated that preexposure to the same number pair 
represented in the same form produced greater benefits in reaction time for word and 
dot stimuli than did preexposure of the same number pair in digit form. With addition 
problems seldom ever represented using number words or dots, the authors 
concluded that the influence of surface form on repetition priming was dependent on 
the typicality of the surface form for that task. However, in addition to this, the 
results also revealed priming effects across surface form. That is, preexposure to the 
same number pair represented as digits, words or dots led to the same amount of 
priming in digit stimuli. Such a finding is consistent with models that assume that 
after encoding, processing involves a common representation. The results of the 
Sciama et al (1999) study therefore, supported the encoding complex hypothesis and 
the notion that both common and form specific codes co-exist together.  
Nonetheless, as noted by Sciama et al. (1999), it is possible that the surface 
form effects observed for the word and dot stimuli in their first two experiments 
resulted from facilitated encoding processes, due simply to exposure to atypical 
stimuli. Consequently, in Experiment 3 of their study, the authors reasoned that if 
this was the case, priming should be found for the same numbers presented in 
different operations (e.g., 2 + 3 and 2 x 3) for the word and dot stimuli alone. To test 
this, the same method as that employed in the first two experiments was utilised but 
this time, the surface form was maintained across repetitions. Additionally, three 
study phases were employed, the first of which, required participants to perform 
multiplication on the prime instead of addition. Of the remaining study trials, one 
third of the items were not presented at study (i.e., they were new in the test phase) 
and the other third were presented for addition. The results suggested priming for 
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number pairs that had been multiplied in the study phase, and priming reached 
significance when the number pairs had to be added at study. Furthermore, this trend 
for cross operation priming was apparent for all surface forms, and was more reliable 
with the digit stimuli. The findings were thus deemed inconsistent with models that 
explain effects of surface form in terms of encoding processes. 
 
1.1 The Present Study 
 
In the cognitive arithmetic literature, models of numerical processing differ on 
the fundamental issue of whether the surface characteristics of arithmetic problems 
influence later cognitive processing. That is, there is disagreement as to whether 
problems represented in different surface forms are first converted to a single 
representation before processing along a common pathway or remain unique, and are 
processed individually as specific codes. Underlying this disagreement, there appears 
to be an inability to reliably determine whether the surface form effects (e.g., the 
format-by-size interaction) that are robustly identified in simple arithmetic tasks 
result from encoding or fact retrieval mechanisms.  
The aim of the present study was thus to resolve this problem by utilising an 
arithmetic based variant of the single word semantic priming paradigm in the 
investigation of multiplication and addition processing (e.g., see Jackson & Coney, 
2005, 2006). This priming procedure differed from earlier cognitive arithmetic 
priming investigations (e.g., see Campbell, 1987, 1991) in that it involved the 
presentation of problems as primes (e.g., 2 + 3) and solutions as targets (e.g., 5), in 
the order that they occur in natural settings. Moreover, the time period between the 
onset of the prime and presentation of the target (i.e., the stimulus onset asynchrony; 
SOA) was varied in order to assess automatic and strategic processing. In line with 
the single word semantic priming paradigm in which automatic effects are measured 
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at SOAs in the order of 250 ms and strategic effects are measured at SOAs of greater 
than 400 ms, the present study employed SOAs of 300 and 1000 ms (Perea & Rosa, 
2002; Velmans, 1999). When used in conjunction with a target naming (i.e., 
pronunciation) task, this procedure allowed for a more valid investigation into 
automaticity in arithmetic fact retrieval than occurs with verification or production 
tasks. This is because, in both verification and production tasks, faster responses and 
greater accuracy are attributed to automatic processing. However, there is little basis 
for determining where the boundary is in the range of reaction time and error rate 
measures that separates the operation of automatic and strategic fact retrieval 
mechanisms. Furthermore, verification tasks may induce attentional processing 
through the requirement to make a binary decision about the relationship between the 
prime and the target, and may be accomplished via processes other than fact 
retrieval, including familiarity, plausibility and odd/even judgements (Campbell, 
1987). Thus, by simply requiring that participants’ verbally identify target numbers 
as they appeared on a computer screen, the naming task minimised the possibility of 
calculation and decision induced attentional processing.  
Importantly, in the context of the present study, the use of this priming 
procedure allowed for a comparison of the priming effects produced by exposure to 
each surface form (i.e., rather than making direct comparisons of reaction times 
between digits and words). To do this, simple addition and multiplication problems 
represented in each surface form were assigned to three prime-target relationship 
conditions i.e., congruent (‘2 + 3’ and ‘5’), incongruent (‘7 + 9’ and ‘5’) and neutral 
(‘X + Y’ and ‘5’) conditions. Consistent with Neely (1991), the effects of the 
congruent and incongruent prime-target relationships were then assessed 
independently for each surface form by subtracting the reaction time taken to name 
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the targets in each of these conditions from the reaction time taken to name the target 
following exposure to the neutral condition. Positive differences were referred to as 
facilitation and negative differences were referred to as inhibition. Additionally, by 
subtracting the reaction time taken to name the targets in the congruent condition 
(e.g., ‘2 + 3’ and ’5) from the reaction time taken to name the targets in the 
incongruent condition, in which the same prime was presented (i.e., ‘2 + 3’ and ‘14’), 
an overall priming effect that was independent of encoding times was produced for 
each surface form. Accordingly, it was assumed that if problems represented as digits 
and words are accessed via common pathways, then the patterns of priming effects 
that they each produce would not differ.  
 
2. Method  
 
2.1 Participants 
 
  Twenty-nine undergraduate psychology students, including 9 males and 20 
females, from Murdoch University participated in this study. The participants’ ages 
ranged from 17 to 52 years, with a mean age of 26. The participants scores on the 
arithmetic section of the Australian Council for Educational Research Short Clerical 
Test (ACER SCT) indicated that they were a relatively skilled sample. The mean 
correct score of 23 (SD = 6.06) for this sample corresponded to a percentile rank of 
68% in a normed sample of 124 candidates who had completed a three or four year 
diploma at a tertiary institution, and 93% in a normed group of administrative officer 
or assistant applicants (ACER, 1984). All participants received credit toward partial 
fulfilment of course requirements for their time.  
 
2.2 Design and stimulus materials 
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  Four within group variables were examined in the present study. The first of 
these was arithmetic operation with two levels i.e., addition and multiplication. The 
second variable was surface form and included two levels: digits (e.g., 2 + 4 = 6) and 
words (e.g., two + four = 6). The third variable was prime-target relationship, with 
three levels: congruent (e.g., 2 + 4 = 6) incongruent (8 + 9 = 6) and neutral (X + Y = 
6) conditions; and the fourth variable was SOA, with two levels: 300 ms and 1000 
ms.   
 Two sets of primes (Sets 1 and 2 employed in Jackson & Coney, 2005, 2006) 
addressing each operation and represented in both of the digit and word formats were 
utilised in the present study (see Appendix A for the stimulus set represented in digit 
form). The first set consisted of 18 simple arithmetic facts selected from the 2s 
through 9s matrices (e.g., 2 + 3) and the second set comprised the reverse operand 
placement equivalents of the first set (3 + 2). Arithmetic ties (e.g., 3 + 3 and 3 x 3) 
were excluded from use as primes, as research by LeFevre et al. (1988) showed that 
these problems are solved more quickly than standard problems. Each set was 
balanced in terms of operand placement, with half of the arithmetic facts produced so 
that the smaller of the two operands was placed on the left-hand side and half with 
the smallest operand on the right hand side. Each set consisted of six smaller 
problems (i.e., with both operands of a magnitude less than or equal to five; 2 + 3), 
six larger problems (operands greater than or equal to six; 8 + 9), and six of mixed 
magnitude (2 + 9), to allow for the investigation of problem size effects.  
The correct solutions corresponding to the 18 simple arithmetic facts were 
employed as targets in each of the congruent, incongruent and neutral conditions. In 
the incongruent condition, the correct solutions were paired with an alternative 
problem so that they were mathematically incorrect. Constraints on the pairing of 
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stimuli for this condition were included to guard against split effects and to address 
any confounding relationships. In the former case, multiplication targets were paired 
with problems so that they differed by at least 16 from their correct solutions and 
addition targets differed by at least three from their correct solutions. In the latter 
case, incongruent targets were not permitted to be one of the operands or their near 
neighbours (i.e., a number ± 1 from an operand), a multiple or factor of the operands, 
the correct solution using a different operation, or a double-digit number containing 
the operands or correct solution. The use of the same primes and targets in each of 
the congruent and incongruent conditions balanced for the effects of problem size, 
split and target magnitude, between conditions. 
The neutral stimuli employed in the digit condition of the present study was 
the same as that utilised in the Jackson and Coney (2006) study i.e., ‘X + Y’ for the 
addition operation and ‘X x Y’ for the multiplication operation. For the word 
condition, the neutral stimuli consisted of ‘blank + blank’ and ‘blank x blank,’ 
respectively. The choice of these stimuli was informed by recommendations made by 
Neely (1991) in the context of word priming research. Specifically, Neely suggested 
that neutral stimuli should be equivalent to other primes in terms of their alerting 
properties that a target is soon to be presented. Additionally, neutral primes should be 
completely unrelated to the targets to enable them to serve as a neutral baseline to 
which to compare expectancy effects and performance to related stimuli. The X + Y 
and X x Y stimuli are particularly suited to the purposes of the present study as they 
are perceptually similar to the numerical primes and are semantically unrelated to the 
target stimuli, with the X and Y symbols often used to denote separate unknown 
quantities (Jackson & Coney, 2006). Similar observations can be made in relation to 
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the neutral word stimuli, with their utility further evidenced in the relatively common 
use of the term blank in the word priming research (de Groot, 1982; Neely, 1991).  
 
2.3 Procedure 
 
Participants were individually tested on the computer task in a well-lit 
cubicle. This task was completed on an Amiga 1200 microcomputer, with 1084S 
monitor that controlled stimulus presentation, trial sequencing, timing and data 
collection. Digit operands and individual letters in number words did not exceed 
dimensions of 5 x 15 mm. Digit operands and number words were placed 5 mm 
either side of the arithmetic operator (i.e., the x or + sign), which did not exceed 
dimensions of 5 x 10 mm. The stimuli were presented centrally, white against an 
amber background and a chin rest was used to stabilise the participant’s head 60cm 
directly in front of the screen.   
Participants each completed eight blocks of 54 experimental trials (i.e., four 
blocks for each of the digit and word conditions, with two of the four blocks 
addressing the addition operation and two addressing the multiplication operation, at 
each of the levels of SOA). Trials were blocked separately by surface format and 
arithmetic operation. Exposure to all stimuli was counterbalanced across participants. 
That is, half of the participants completed the digit condition first and half completed 
the word condition first. Half started with the addition operation first and half started 
with multiplication first. At the short SOA, for each operation, half of the 
participants were exposed to Set 1 and half were exposed to Set 2. Each participant 
was then exposed to the same set at the long SOA to enable a level of familiarity 
with the stimuli and draw attention to the prime-target relationship. This process was 
repeated in the third and fourth blocks using the operation not tested in the first two 
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blocks. The computer randomly generated the order of presentation of congruent, 
incongruent and neutral trials in each block.  
 Participants were instructed to respond both quickly and accurately. Trials 
began with participants focussing their gaze on a 1 x 1 mm blue central fixation dot. 
The fixation dot was exposed for 600 ms and then the screen went blank for 150 ms 
before the prime was presented for a duration of 100 ms. Following the SOA of 
either 300 or 1000 ms, the target number was presented and this remained exposed 
until the participant verbally identified the number. A two-second interval ensued 
before the start of the next trial. A microphone connected to a headset was used to 
detect vocal response sounds, with reaction time measured from the onset of the 
target. To accomplish this, the microphone amplifier triggered an electronic relay 
interfaced to the computer and the time of relay closure was determined using a 
hardware timer that was accurate to 1 millisecond. Padded ear guards helped to block 
out external noise intrusions and the experimental session took approximately 45 
minutes to complete. 
 
3. Results 
 
3.1 Overall Analyses 
 
The mean naming latencies were initially screened for outliers using a 
criterion of +/- 2.5 z-scores. Only 0.72% of all scores exceeded this criterion and 
were replaced using mean substitution. The resulting data are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. 
Mean Naming Times (ms) and Standard Deviations (in parentheses) for all Prime-
Target Relationships as a Function of Surface Form, SOA and Operation. 
 Digits Words 
     
Multiplication 
300 
ms 
1000 
ms 
300 
ms 
1000 
ms 
Congruent 457 (48) 453 (49) 472 (55) 462 (54) 
Incongruent 476 (61) 481 (50) 482 (66) 473 (50) 
Neutral 468 (55) 480 (55) 469 (64) 470 (51) 
     
Addition 
    
Congruent 440 (62) 440 (48) 444 (50) 446 (53) 
Incongruent 459 (65) 465 (52) 455 (54) 464 (53) 
Neutral 448 (60) 461 (56) 442 (46) 451 (51) 
     
 
The data for the addition and multiplication operations were analysed separately.   
 
3.1.1 Multiplication Analysis  
 
The multiplication data were entered into a repeated measures analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) involving surface form, SOA and prime-target relationship as 
within group variables. A significant main effect of prime-target relationship was 
found (F(2, 56) = 18.2; MSe = 467.9, p < 0.001). Responses in the congruent 
condition were 11 ms faster than in the neutral condition (t(28) = 3.9, p = 0.001) and 
responses in the incongruent condition were 6 ms slower than in the neutral condition 
(t(28) = 2.6, p = 0.013). No main effect of surface form was found in the data (F(1, 
28) = 0.112, MSe = 2742.8, p = 0.740), a finding that differs from previous research 
involving production tasks (e.g., Campbell, 1999).  
The main effect of prime target relationship was qualified by a significant 
interaction between surface form and prime-target relationship (F(2, 56) = 6.4, MSe 
= 334.2, p = 0.003). Paired sample t-test comparisons revealed significant facilitation 
(i.e., neutral – congruent) in naming congruent targets in the digit condition (t(28) = 
5.9, p < 0.001) and inhibition (i.e., incongruent – neutral) in naming incongruent 
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targets in the word condition (t(28) = 2.2, p = 0.032). Significant overall priming 
effects (i.e., incongruent – congruent) were identified in both the word (t(28) = 2.5, p 
= 0.019) and digit conditions (t(28) = 5.9, p < 0.001). The overall priming effect 
observed in the digit condition was significantly greater than that observed in the 
word condition (t(28) = 2.6, p = 0.014). 
No significant three-way interaction was observed in the data. However, in view 
of an interest in changes in priming effects over time, planned comparisons between 
all prime-target relationships were undertaken for each surface form, at both SOAs. 
The facilitatory, inhibitory, and overall priming effects observed in these analyses are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Showing facilitation, inhibition, and overall priming effects as a function of 
SOA, surface form and operation. The 95% confidence intervals for each of the 
reaction time differences were calculated based on a pooled estimate of MSe for 
individual two-factor (SOA and surface form) repeated measures ANOVAs.  
 
In the digit condition, significant facilitation was observed at both the short 
(t(28) = 2.3, p = 0.031) and the long SOAs (t(28) = 4.8, p < 0.001). Additionally, 
significant overall priming effects were observed at each SOA (with (t(28) = 3.7, p = 
0.001) and (t(28) = 6.9, p < 0.001), respectively). In the word condition, significant 
inhibition was found at the short SOA (t(28) = 2.6, p = 0.016) and a significant 
overall priming effect was observed at the long SOA (t(28) = 2.2, p = 0.035). The 
overall priming effect observed in the digit condition at the long SOA was 
significantly greater than that observed in the word condition (t(28) = 3.2, p = 0.003). 
  
3.1.2 Addition Analysis 
 
 A repeated measures ANOVA on the addition data revealed a significant 
main effect of prime target relationship (F(1.7, 46.7) = 23.0, MSe = 495.8, p < 
0.001). Significant facilitation of 8 ms (t(28) = 4.2, p < 0.001) and inhibition of 10 
ms (t(28) = 3.5, p = 0.002) was observed. No significant main effect of surface form 
was evident in the data (F(1, 28) = .10, MSe = 2838.2, p  = 0.760), a finding that 
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again, differs from previous production (e.g., Campbell, 1994) and verification 
research (e.g., Campbell & Fugelsang, 2001).  
Two significant two-way interactions were identified in the addition analysis. 
Firstly, a significant two-way interaction was found between SOA and prime target 
relationship (F(2.56) = 3.3, MSe = 227.1, p = 0.043). Paired sample t-test 
comparisons revealed inhibition of 12 ms at the short SOA (t(28) = 3.1, p = 0.005). 
At the long SOA, facilitation of 13 ms (t(28) = 4.2, p < 0.001) and inhibition of 9 ms 
(t(28) = 2.8, p = 0.009) was found. Secondly, and more importantly in the context of 
the present study, a significant interaction between surface form and prime target 
relationship was again found (F(2, 56) = 6.5, MSe = 186.6, p = 0.003) (See Fig. 1 for 
facilitatory and inhibitory effects). In the digit condition, significant facilitation was 
observed (t(28) = 5.5, p < 0.001), whilst in the word condition, only a significant 
inhibitory effect was evident (t(28) = 4.2, p < 0.001). Significant overall priming 
effects were again identified in both the word (t(28) = 3.9, p = 0.001) and digit 
conditions (t(28) = 6.1, p < 0.001).  
No significant three-way interaction involving surface form was found in the 
addition analysis. Nevertheless, planned comparisons of changes in priming effects 
over time were again undertaken for each surface form. In the digit condition, 
significant facilitation was found at both the short SOA (t(28) = 2.2, p = 0.034) and 
the long SOA (t(28) = 3.9, p < 0.001). Additionally, significant overall priming 
effects were identified at the short (t(28) = 5.2, p < 0.001) and the long SOAs (t(28) 
= 4.3, p < 0.001). In the word condition, significant inhibitory effects were found at 
both the short (t(28) = 3, p = 0.006) and the long (t(28) = 3.5, p = 0.002) SOAs, and 
significant overall priming effects were found at each SOA (with (t(28) = 2.7, p = 
0.013) and (t(28) = 3.9, p = 0.001) respectively). At the short SOA, the overall 
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priming effect observed in the digit condition was significantly greater than that 
observed in the word condition (t(28) = 2.2, p = 0.036). 
In summary, the general pattern of digit performance in both of the addition 
and multiplication operations was one of significant facilitation in naming congruent 
targets. In contrast, in the word condition, inhibition was found in naming 
incongruent targets at the short SOA for both operations, and at the long SOA for the 
addition operation. The overall priming effects observed in the digit condition were 
significantly greater than in the word condition at the long SOA in the multiplication 
operation and at the short SOA in the addition operation. The results of the overall 
analyses are thus consistent with models of numerical processing that assume that, 
after encoding, problems represented in different surface forms are processed along 
separate pathways.    
3.2 Problem Size Analyses 
 
In order to determine any influence of surface form in the processing of 
problems of differing size, a subset of the data that included naming times for small 
and large problems (consisting of operands  5 or > 5, respectively) only was 
selected. Unfortunately, this created a mis-match between the solutions in the 
congruent and incongruent conditions, and between problems and solutions of 
differing magnitudes (e.g., small congruent multiplication targets ranged between 6 
and 20, whilst the majority of small incongruent multiplication targets ranged 
between 30 and 63). Thus, any differences resulting from direct comparisons 
between the two problem sizes may have been attributable to a confound of target 
magnitude. To avoid this possibility, the raw data for all problems within the original 
data set were first entered into regression analyses to determine any effect of target 
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magnitude. The regression equations for both the digit and word surface forms were 
then used to adjust for magnitude in the obtained naming times for each of the 
multiplication (Digit: naming time = (0.45** x number magnitude) + 454**; Word: 
naming time = (0.47** x number magnitude) + 452**) and addition operations 
(Digit: naming time = 0.13 x number magnitude) + 443**; Word: naming time = 
2.02*(number magnitude) + 428**)(note. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01).  
The resulting data were entered into an overall repeated measures ANOVA to 
test for the presence of an operation-by-format-by-size interaction. No significant 
interaction was found between these three variables (F(1, 28) = 1.9, MSe = 1480.9, p 
= 0.181) and they did not significantly interact with SOA (F(1, 28) = 1.1, MSe = 
918.1, p = 0.310).  As in the overall analyses, repeated measures ANOVAs, with 
surface form, SOA, size and prime target relationship as within group factors, were 
again undertaken independently for each of the multiplication and addition 
operations.  
 
3.2.1 Multiplication Analysis 
 
 In the multiplication condition a significant main effect of prime target 
relationship (F(2, 56) = 5.7, MSe = 1863.8, p = 0.005) and a significant two-way 
interaction between surface form and prime target relationship (F(2, 56) = 3.3, MSe = 
1055.9, p = 0.044) were again found. No significant two-way interaction between 
surface form and size was indicated (F(1, 28) = 1.1, MSe = 1148.3, p = 0.295) and no 
other significant effects were observed in the multiplication data. Nonetheless, 
planned comparisons of changes in priming effects due to problem size and surface 
form were investigated at each SOA. These priming effects are illustrated in Figure 
2. 
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Fig. 2 Showing facilitation, inhibition, and overall priming effects as 
a function of operation, SOA, surface form and problem size. The 
95% confidence intervals for each of the reaction time differences 
were calculated based on a pooled estimate of MSe for individual 
two-factor (SOA and surface form) repeated measures ANOVAs.  
 
 
 With such a large number of comparisons, a Bonferroni adjustment was used 
to reduce the alpha level to a more conservative level of 0.004 (i.e., 0.05/12). 
Significant facilitation of 30 ms was observed at the long SOA for both the small 
(t(28) = 3.1, p = 0.004) and large (t(28) = 3.6, p = 0.001) digit problems. 
Additionally, an overall priming effect of 24 ms for small digit problems approached 
significance (t(28) = 2.9, p = 0.008) and an overall priming effect of 22 ms for large 
digit problems reached significance (t(28) = 3.2, p = 0.003) at the long SOA. No 
other comparisons in either the digit or word conditions reached significance.  
 
3.2.2 Addition Analysis 
 
In the addition condition, the significant main effect of prime target 
relationship (F(2, 56) = 12.4, MSe = 1503.8, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction 
between surface form and prime target relationship were again evident (F(2, 56) = 
6.3, MSe = 916.1, p = 0.003). Additionally, unlike the multiplication analysis, a 
significant two-way interaction between size and prime-target relationship was found 
(F(2, 56) = 12.5, MSe = 843.6, p < 0.001). Significant facilitation of 19 ms (t(28) = 
4.2, p < 0.001) and inhibition of 12 ms (t(28) = 2.9, p < 0.008) was observed for 
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small problems, whilst no facilitatory or inhibitory effects were observed for large 
problems. These findings are consistent with those previously observed in Jackson 
and Coney (2006), who found similar effects of 23 ms and 10 ms, respectively. 
As in the multiplication analysis, the results again failed to show a significant 
interaction between surface form and problem size (F(1, 28) = 1.0, MSe = 1546.7, p 
= 0.336). However, a significant four way interaction between surface form, SOA, 
size and prime target relationship was found (F(2, 56) = 4.0, MSe = 819.2, p = 0.023) 
(see Figure 2). When tested at an adjusted alpha level of 0.004, significant 
facilitation of 35 ms was observed in the small digit condition at the long SOA (t(28) 
= 4.6, p < 0.001). An inhibitory effect in the small digit condition of 24 ms was 
found at the short SOA (t(28) = 3.1, p = 0.004). Significant overall priming effects of 
38 ms (t(28) = 5.0, p < 0.001) and 40 ms (t(28) = 4.5, p < 0.001) were observed for 
small digit problems at the short and long SOAs, respectively. In the word condition, 
a significant overall priming effect of 28 ms was observed at the long SOA for small 
problems only (t(28) = 4.1, p < 0.001). No other effects reached significance.  
In summary, examination of the problem size data revealed processing 
differences that varied by surface form, with facilitatory and inhibitory effects 
observed for digit stimuli only. The only significant priming effect found in the word 
condition was an overall priming effect that was observed for small word problems at 
the long SOA. The results of the problem size analyses are therefore, consistent with 
separate pathway models of arithmetic processing.    
 
4. Discussion 
 
The present study aimed to determine whether the surface form of a problem 
influences cognitive processing. The overall analyses suggest that this is the case. In 
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the digit condition, significant facilitation in naming congruent targets was observed 
in both the addition and multiplication conditions, at both SOAs. In contrast, in the 
word condition, inhibitory effects were observed in naming incongruent word targets 
in both the addition and multiplication conditions at 300 ms, and in the addition 
condition at 1000 ms. Furthermore, the overall priming effects (incongruent – 
congruent condition naming times i.e., the effects after encoding) observed in the 
digit condition were significantly greater than that observed in the word condition at 
the long SOA in the multiplication condition and at the short SOA in the addition 
condition. In the problem size analysis, at 1000 ms, facilitation was observed in 
naming congruent digit targets following exposure to small addition and 
multiplication problems and large multiplication problems. At 300 ms, inhibition was 
found in naming incongruent digit targets following exposure to small addition 
problems only. An overall priming effect in naming congruent digit targets 
approached significance at 1000 ms in the small multiplication condition and reached 
significance in the large multiplication condition. Overall priming effects were 
observed at both SOAs in the small addition digit condition. No facilitatory or 
inhibitory effects were identified in naming either small or large targets in the word 
condition. In fact, the only significant priming effect observed for the word stimuli 
was an overall priming effect following exposure to small word problems in the 
addition condition, at 1000 ms. The results of the present study thus provide partial 
support to the encoding complex hypothesis and the notion that problems represented 
in different surface forms are indeed processed differently.  
What mechanisms are responsible for the facilitatory and inhibitory effects 
observed in the present study? The results of the investigation by Jackson and Coney 
(2005), which revealed very similar results to the present study, are instructive in this 
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regard. This study utilised the same priming technique, the same proportions of 
congruent, incongruent and neutral trials, and almost exactly the same stimulus set as 
that used in the present digit condition (two problems were excluded from use in the 
present set). Facilitatory and inhibitory effects that differed as a function of time and 
that could thus be attributed to the operation of two independent mechanisms were 
identified. In the case of the facilitatory effect, three sources of evidence suggested 
that it resulted from the operation of an automatic spreading activation mechanism. 
Firstly, the facilitation arose at an SOA of 240 ms, a time period between the onset of 
the prime and presentation of the target that was too short to allow for conscious 
processing. Secondly, no facilitation was observed at an SOA of 120 ms. Had the 
facilitation resulted from conscious processing that occurred after presentation of the 
target, then it should have been present at this SOA. Thirdly, calculation was not 
necessary to performance of the naming task. Thus, with the same procedure and a 
more skilled sample employed in the present study, it is likely that the pattern of 
facilitation observed in the digit condition of the present study reflected the operation 
of an automatic mechanism that arose at 300 ms and lead to marked facilitation at the 
long SOA.  
In contrast, examination of the inhibition function in Jackson and Coney’s 
(2005) study suggested the workings of a mechanism that operates independently of 
the facilitation mechanism. Support for this position was provided by the finding of 
inhibitory effects at the shortest SOAs of 120 and 240 ms, time periods too short to 
allow for strategic processing of the prime before exposure to the target. 
Furthermore, the inhibitory effect remained constant over time, occurred even though 
calculation was not necessary to performance of the task, and was found only in the 
performance of the skilled group. Accordingly, the inhibitory effect was explained in 
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terms of the operation of a self regulatory, response validity checking mechanism. 
This mechanism operates after exposure to the target and before vocal responding, 
and involves the comparison of the just presented target to the correct solution from 
memory. In the incongruent condition, when the correct solution and target do not 
match, hesitation in responding occurs. Again, with the use of the same procedure in 
the present study and the finding of constant inhibition over time, it is likely that a 
similar mechanism was employed. The finding that the inhibitory effect occurred 
only in the word condition, involving problem stimuli that the participants had 
probably never previously encountered (and hence, that would be more likely to 
benefit from such a process), is consistent with this assumption.  
Given the likelihood that two independent mechanisms were responsible for 
the facilitatory and inhibitory effects observed in the present study, a further question 
is of what type of representation these mechanisms act upon? In relation to the 
facilitatory mechanism, two possibilities exist. Firstly, it is reasonable to assume that 
the activation of the solution from memory occurred directly via visual 
representations of the digit stimuli (Campbell & Clark, 1992). Such an explanation is 
compatible with the high frequency of exposure to visual representations of addition 
and multiplication problems represented as digits in formal learning procedures such 
as mental mathematics. Secondly, consistent with models that assume the existence 
of autonomous asemantic transcoding routes (e.g., the encoding complex hypothesis 
and the triple code model) it is possible that the visual representations of the digit 
stimuli were automatically converted into phonological representations that then 
elicited the automatic activation of solutions from memory. However, the sequential 
nature of phonological representations (cf. simultaneous visual representations) and 
the theoretical inefficiency of such a conversion process, together make this latter 
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position appear less likely. Additionally, as the results show, the digit and word 
stimuli were processed differently (cf. Dehaene’s, 1992, triple code model) and the 
conversion of visual representations to phonological representations appears a more 
obvious choice in the context of the word stimuli. 
  Support for the notion that word problems are solved via phonological 
representations stems from the improbability that correct solutions would be 
activated from a stable semantic network of arithmetic problems represented in 
visual word form in memory (Sciama et al., 1999). This improbability is supported in 
the present results by the finding of no facilitatory effects following visual exposure 
to congruent word stimuli. Had this information been represented in a network in 
memory, then activation of word problems resulting from exposure to the prime 
should have lead to spreading activation along the paths of this network to the 
associated correct solution, consequently leading to facilitation in naming congruent 
targets in this condition (Neely, 1991; Reed, 1988). Moreover, in contrast to the 
present word findings, previous research involving the same methodology shows that 
even low skilled performance involving digit stimuli produces facilitation effects at 
long SOAs that are consistent with the existence of some knowledge representation 
in memory (Jackson & Coney, 2005, 2006). Thus, with written numerals more 
commonly encountered in reading contexts, it would seem more feasible that in the 
present word condition, correct solutions would be activated through strong, verbal, 
reading based mechanisms (possibly via subvocalisation) (Campbell, 1994; 
MacLeod, 1991). The activation of phonological representations would, in turn, 
activate correct solutions that are then acted upon by the obligatory validity checking 
mechanism to produce the observed inhibitory effects.  
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In view of this interpretation, the differing trend in the pattern of inhibition 
found between the addition and multiplication word conditions at the long SOA (see 
Fig. 1) could be explained in terms of differences in exposure to phonological 
representations between the two operations in educational practices. For example, in 
formal schooling, the development of multiplication fact knowledge can rely quite 
heavily on verbal rote learning, thereby producing strong phonological associations 
between multiplication problems and their correct solutions. Accordingly, at the long 
SOA in the present study, when participants had ample time to process the 
multiplication prime before presentation of the target, a pattern of facilitation 
approaching that observed for the well practiced Arabic digit stimuli was found. 
However, the need for the operation of an obligatory validity response checking 
mechanism at this SOA may have been minimal in comparison to its requirement at 
shorter SOAs, when there was little time to process the prime stimuli. In contrast, 
addition facts are not generally rote learnt and any phonological representations 
possibly develop whilst addition problems are practiced through methods employing 
visual exposure. As such, only weak verbal associations may develop between 
addition problems and their correct solutions that are enough to enable the 
recognition of inaccuracy but are not strong enough to speed processing. Hence, the 
observed inhibitory effects at both SOAs for the addition operation    
The interpretation of digit processing in terms of visual codes and word 
processing in terms of phonological codes appears at odds with the assumption of the 
triple code model that access to stored simple arithmetic facts occurs solely via 
phonological representations. However, the intuitive appeal of the preceding 
interpretation is demonstrated by its recognition over a decade ago by Campbell and 
Clark (1992), who noted that “visual codes may be especially salient with digit 
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stimuli, whereas activation of phonological codes may be more salient with number 
words” (pp. 461). Furthermore, the notion that the role of phonological and visual 
processing depends upon the presentation format of arithmetic stimuli was recently 
supported in an empirical investigation by Trbovich and LeFevre (2003). In this 
study, participants were required to solve multidigit problems (e.g., 52 + 3) that were 
presented in either a vertical (i.e., the standard visual format used in pencil and paper 
tasks) or horizontal format. At the same time, participants were also asked to retain a 
phonological load (consisting of pronounceable consonant-vowel-consonant 
nonwords such as nof), a visual load (i.e., a pattern of asterisks) or no load in 
memory. Any mutual interference observed between the performance of the 
arithmetic task presented in different formats and the memory load task was 
theoretically assumed to indicate that the two tasks relied upon the same processing 
resources or codes. Consistent with the present interpretation, the results showed that 
performance was worse in the phonological load task in the atypical horizontal 
condition, whilst performance was worse in the visual load task in the vertical 
condition.  
Interestingly, the results of the present study together with those of Trbovich 
and LeFevre (2003) imply that, when confronted with problems represented in an 
unusual visual form, the fact retrieval process reverts to a reliance on more familiar 
phonological representations. What is more, given that fact retrieval was completely 
unnecessary for accurate performance in the present study, it would seem that the 
dependence on this representation was obligatory. Such a process may be likened to 
the operation of a ‘backup’ procedure that enables a faster and more accurate fact 
retrieval approach (Siegler, 1988; Siegler & Jenkins, 1989; Siegler & Shipley, 1995).  
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 In the present study, participants named digits that were preceded by 
arithmetic problems represented in either digit or word form. This procedure 
effectively allowed for the removal of encoding influences in performance and 
enabled a comparison of the priming effects associated with each surface form over 
time. The results revealed facilitatory effects in target naming performance following 
exposure to digit primes. Based on previous research by Jackson and Coney (2005), 
these effects were explained in terms of a spreading activation mechanism elicited 
via a stable semantic network of visual representations in memory. In contrast, 
inhibitory effects were revealed following exposure to word primes in all except the 
long SOA multiplication condition. Consistent with Jackson and Coney (2005) these 
effects were explained in terms of the operation of an obligatory response validity 
checking mechanism acting upon phonological representations, due to the novelty of 
the word problem stimuli. Additionally, the results of the present study revealed 
differences in overall priming effects between problems represented in different 
surface forms. The present results are therefore inconsistent with common pathway 
models of numerical processing (i.e., the abstract modular model, the preferred entry 
code model and the triple code model) that assume that after encoding, all surface 
forms are processed in the same way. Furthermore, they partially disconfirm number 
processing models that assume both common and form-specific processing pathways 
(i.e., the encoding complex hypothesis and Sciama et al.’s (1999) common and form-
specific co-existence approach). A revision of number processing models that 
includes acknowledgement of the influence of stimulus novelty on cognitive 
processing is advised.   
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Appendix A 
Digit Prime Sets and Congruent (C) and Incongruent (I) Targets for Each Operation 
Multiplication  Addition 
Set 1 Set 2 C I Set 1 Set 2 C I 
2 x 4 4 x 2 8 30 2 + 4 4 + 2 6 13 
3 x 5 5 x 3 15 42 3 + 5 5 + 3 8 16 
3 x 7 7 x 3 21 48 3 + 7 7 + 3 10 15 
4 x 5 5 x 4 20 63 4 + 5 5 + 4 9 13 
5 x 6 6 x 5 30 10 5 + 6 6 + 5 11 8 
5 x 9 9 x 5 45 27 5 + 9 9 + 5 14 7 
6 x 8 8 x 6 48 15 6 + 8 8 + 6 14 17 
7 x 9 9 x 7 63 56 7 + 9 9 + 7 16 5 
8 x 9 9 x 8 72 24 8 + 9 9 + 8 17 6 
3 x 2 2 x 3 6 54 3 + 2 2 + 3 5 14 
4 x 3 3 x 4 12 6 4 + 3 3 + 4 7 10 
5 x 2 2 x 5 10 40 5 + 2 2 + 5 7 14 
6 x 4 4 x 6 24 8 6 + 4 4 + 6 10 15 
7 x 6 6 x 7 42 21 7 + 6 6 + 7 13 9 
8 x 7 7 x 8 56 20 8 + 7 7 + 8 15 12 
8 x 5 5 x 8 40 12 8 + 5 5 + 8 13 10 
9 x 3 3 x 9 27 45 9 + 3 3 + 9 12 7 
9 x 6 6 x 9 54 72 9 + 6 6 + 9 15 11 
